Copy the outline below, and fill it out, KEEPING TRACK OF YOUR SOURCES BY ADDING AN IN-TEXT CITATION AFTER EVERY PIECE OF CITED INFO YOU INCLUDE.

So, you will need to create a Source Page using www.easybib.com AND the database citations. After creating this, you can figure out the in-text citations.

Use this link for help with in-text citations: https://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/747/02/

Your paper should maintain a balance of researched info: it should not contain all of the research at the beginning and none at the end.

Don’t forget to include quotes from three experts (professionals, researchers, doctors, policymakers, etc.).

Due date: beginning of class on Monday, 4/8.

I. Introduction

HOOK:

Definition:

Stats/Evidence showing the extent of the problem (at least 2 pieces of info):

THESIS STATEMENT (one sentence stating problem):

II. CAUSES of the problem

TOPIC Sentence:

Stats/Information (at least 3 pieces of info):
III. **EFFECTS** of the problem

**TOPIC** Sentence:

Stats/Information (at least 3 pieces of info):

**Transitional** Sentence:

IV. **The Best Solution**

**TOPIC** Sentence:

A. Advantages (at least 3):

B. Disadvantages (at least 2)
C. Counterargument(s):

Transitional Sentence:

V. Conclusion

Call to Action

Revisit Thesis

Wrap it up

Inspirational quote